TRIDENT JUNCTURE 2015

LIVEX
17-20 OCT.

COMMANDS & HEADQUARTERS

#315 IN SHORT

LIVEX is an exercise to train, test and sharpen Atlantic Treaty Alliance’s (NATO) Rapid Deployable Corps under the command of the Commander of the Allied Joint Force Command Naples (REFCON)....

WHY THIS NAME?
LIVEX is a NATO standard exercise code name. The pick of letters reflects the fact that LIVEX is both a NATO exercise and a rapid deployment exercise.

WHO

28 Allies: 28 Allies will be participating, 26 of them are in the exercise

12 Partner Nations: 12 Partner Nations will be participating in the exercise

9 Partner Nations: 9 Partner Nations will be participating in the exercise

36,000 Participants: 36,000 Participants are expected to take part in the exercise

7 Days: The exercise will last for 7 days

60°: The latitude of Trapani, the venue of the exercise

WHERE

Portugal

Spain

Italy

HOW

Allies and partner nations will be able to train and exercise together under a complex threat scenario

Why

Allies set the goal of NATO Force 2020 - a coherent set of deployable, interoperable and cost-effective forces: trained, exercised and commanded so as to be able to meet NATO’s Level of Ambition and able to operate together with each other in any environment.

COLLECTIVE DEFENCE

COOPERATIVE SECURITY

CRISIS MANAGEMENT

WELCOME INTRUMENT

www.tridentjuncture.org
www.nato.int